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the narrative structure is very simple but this is one of the elements
that enchants us. with this, bachchan is able to show the true power
of cinema and the ability of a single frame to tell us everything about
a character. while the characters themselves are all brutally realistic
and emotionally grounded, bachchan and his two lead actors are able
to locate and share complex emotions with the audience, especially
with the closing shaktin karta, where bachchan desperately pleas for
his lover to take him back. that is what makes deewaar a truly
timeless and evergreen film that still stirs up the emotions of the
audience, decade after decade. deewaar is one of those rare films
that could have been made a decade earlier and it would still be
relevant today. it did more than just demand empathy from the
audience but it created empathy in them. even though the
characters themselves are not sympathetic to the audience, there is
still something in their experiences that makes us relate to them. the
film was shot on location in india,germany and dubai and deewaar
also marked the last of the musicals that salim-javed made. the film
is dominated by amitabh bachchan and shashi kapoor, the two being
the glue holding the entire film together. they play exactly the role
that they were supposed to play; bachchan the crazy cop who cares
only for his brother while kapoor is the movie star who loves his
brother but doesnt care much for the woman. both these characters
are very well-drawn and believable. neither of them look like their
stereotype. kapoor looks like a rather small man with a small frame.
he looks diminutive, an easy target. his feet are placed on a bottom,
his feet almost as small as his lower half. both these characters are
so believably drawn that these are characters that you do not ever
see in hindi cinema. but neither is the film lacking in the technical
department of filmmaking. the cinematography is fabulous. the
lighting and colour scheme is classy and all in all, deewaar is a truly
class act.
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elements of comedy are also prominent in the film. the heroic uncle
figure is used effectively against the villainous brother, as kapoor
explains to the mother what happened in the past. the acting of

bachchan is notable, with several one-liners and dialogue that have
helped him secure a place in the pantheon of greats. after bachchans
final arrest scene, one of his co-stars, neetu singh, says to him, the

film showcased bachchan’s legend status, which attracted audiences
eager to see whether he would prevail in a battle against a tough
villain. deewaar was critically acclaimed and was nominated for

awards in various categories, including the filmfare best actor award
(for bachchan), best film of the year, best director, best story and

best music. the film won the filmfare best director award for
bachchan, filmfare best actor award for bachchan, filmfare best actor

award for shashi kapoor and filmfare best music director award for
mukesh. the film is also remembered for its daring cinematography,
costumes and editing. the inventive story line, catchy dialogues and
the innovative mise-en-scène is something to watch for, even after a
long interval. deewaar is the only one of his films to be released on
dvd. it is out of print for a very long time before i got to see it. i am

really very happy with the product and it was so easy to find the disc
for purchase. also, its great to see that the film is still mostly loved by

the people today. they never seem to grow tired of seeing the film
after a long time and, of course, it would be great if a remake of the

film could be made also. 5ec8ef588b
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